Advanced technology
assessments and
implementations to
protect, detect, and predict

Get to know Crowe for
enhanced cybersecurity
tailored to the TMT industry
Cybersecurity needs in the technology, media, and telecommunications
(TMT) industry are dynamic and unique – and critical to a businesses’
growth and success. Our scalable solutions and extensive TMT expertise
offer what’s needed to keep moving forward.

crowe.com/cyber

In the TMT industry, an effective
cybersecurity program is crucial to not
only protecting intellectual property,
valuable information, and assets, but
also in protecting consumers’ trust.
Our global team of specialists have
extensive experience and expertise in
helping TMT organizations develop an
actionable path to elevate cybersecurity
in a highly dynamic industry.
Using customized, advanced
assessments, Crowe professionals can
help TMT companies identify gaps or
potential areas of weakness in existing
cybersecurity programs. From designing
and reviewing infrastructure upgrades or
new projects to enhancing data security
controls through penetration testing,
Crowe can help TMT companies decide
where to focus time and resources.

Smart decisions. Lasting value.™

Crowe professionals can help
TMT companies deliver software
and solutions by identifying and
addressing potential weaknesses
prior to production. During the
software development life cycle,
Crowe can also provide cybersecurity
insights and services to help TMT
companies create and distribute
products with robust data protection
mechanisms written in the code and
aligned with secure coding practices.
This customized, collaborative
approach encourages innovation
and continual advancements of the
technology, people, and processes
within TMT organizations. Crowe can
support cybersecurity efforts, so TMT
companies can drive performance and
scale up with confidence.

Learn more
Christopher R. Wilkinson
Principal, Technology, Media, and
Telecommunications Services Group
+1 214 777 5288
christopher.wilkinson@crowe.com

Crowe quick facts
• One of the largest public accounting,
consulting, and technology firms in
the United States
• Deep industry specialization
combined with accounting,
consulting, and technology expertise
• More than 25 years working in the
TMT industry and a dedicated team of
more than 150 professionals
• 400-plus TMT clients of all sizes,
from startups to large, publicly traded
companies with a global presence
• Knowledge in industry subsectors,
including software, hardware, internet
of things (IoT), semiconductors, and
telecommunications
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Cybersecurity expertise
and capabilities
Our integrated approach to
cybersecurity follows the Crowe
integrated cybersecurity framework,
which delivers customized
cybersecurity risk management services
to help you strengthen your approach
to IT governance and risk management,
including:
• Attack and penetration testing
Provides a broad range of
penetration testing, red team,
purple team, and advanced security
assessment services
• Cyberresilience
Evaluates preparedness, assesses
risk mitigation, and establishes
disaster recovery plans
Provides visibility to high-risk
vulnerabilities to allow IT to make
risk-based decisions via Crowe
Security Insights, an automated,
on-premises application designed
to address cybersecurity
vulnerabilities
• Cybersecurity risk
Helps navigate changing business
conditions
Manages IT and cybersecurity
risk with flexible, adaptable, and
responsive services
• Data privacy
Enables data protection and
compliance in a rigorous world of
privacy regulations
• Managed security services
Outsourced advanced event
detection capabilities
Incident response and
investigation services
• Solution implementation
Design and implement proper
controls to protect data and meet
compliance expectations
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